
Feature Benefit

Active Noise Cancelling 
Active Noise Cancelling eliminates surrounding noise that interferes with the originally intended bass sound, making the bass clearer 
and more vivid.

Bass Reactor - Physically feel the Bass pumping, through real vibration Panasonic's unique Bass Reactor amplifies low frequencies through real vibration to produce powerful bass sound that makes you 
feel like you are at a live festival, concert or club.

Side Pressure Dispersion Technology – for a comfortable fit, all-day M Series headphones are designed for comfortable, long-term wear, enabled by Side Pressure Dispersion Technology, which 
ergonomically adjusts the lateral pressure balance between the headband and ear pads.

XBS Deep (Extra Bass System Deep) – for an exceptional bass 
experience

The XBS DEEP (Extra Bass System) gives you fantastic bass performance at the touch of a button. It activates our 3 core bass 
technologies: Free Edge Driver, Acoustic Bass Control and Harmonic Tuning EQ to send your tunes back to the club. 

Long Battery Life - for up to 20 hours of continuous listening pleasure The noise-cancelling M700 gives you up to 20 hours of continuous wireless playback, so you can enjoy your music for longer 
without interruptions. 

Quick charge capability – for continued music on-the-go M-Series wireless headphones have great battery life, but if ever run low a quick charge will get them back in action. Just plug in 
the USB lead for 15 minutes for another 1.5 hours playback, with noise-cancellation, on M700B. 

Bluetooth 5.0 Compatible The M700 supports Bluetooth so you can listen to all your favourite music wirelessly from your smart devices.

Voice Assistant Activation & Built in Microphone
Smart phone Voice Assistants, such as Siri and Google Assistant, can be activated via the headphones high-quality built-in 
microphone .This enables you to select music, adjust the volume, and make phone calls, without having to get your smartphone out.

Panasonic RB-M700BE-K/C Deep Bass Wireless Overhead Headphones with Active Noise Cancelling

Panasonic’s M700B Wireless Headphones capitalise on heavy bass sound for you to enjoy music to the fullest. M700B features 
Active Noise Cancelling reduces surrounding noise while the Bass Reactor amplifies the bass using actual vibrations, so you can 
immerse yourself in deep powerful bass wherever you go. Side Pressure Dispersion Technology means that our headphones fit 
snuggly around the ear for a comfortable fit all day long.

To Be Referred To As: 
M700

Complete Product Code: 
RB–M700BE-K / RB-M700BE-C

Variations:
Colour – Black / Sand Beige


